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SYNOPSIS

Martin, a theater director obsessed with his career, is putting on a production of 
Peter Weiss’s The Investigation. He takes his cast and assistant on a research trip to 
Auschwitz. But in addition to the big issue of the Holocaust, they all pursue their 
own private agendas. When the Polish Jew Goska, a B-movie star, gets into the 
mix, the situation escalates.
A very black comedy.

News Releas

Hotel Auschwitz picks apart a theater troupe, which fails a test of character when 
faced with what had once been the largest extermination camp in the world. It is a 
biting comedy aboutcareerism, desire, dependency, and the role of the political – 
or the lack thereof – in private life. With dark humor and stifling intimacy, the film 
tells a mercilessly revealing story about the mechanisms of power in the culture in-
dustry and the impossibility of dealing appropriately with the German role in the 
Holocaust. The idea, concept, and screenplay are all by Cornelius Schwalm, who 
also acts in the film. Assistance in writing the screenplay was provided by Christi-
ane Lilge. The fictional story was enriched by the actual experiences of the cast, 
who also developed large sections of the dialogue. People and events in Auschwitz 
were also integrated in documentary fashion into the work. The film was produced 
without institutional support by Katharina Bellena (CollaboratorsFilms) and Corne-
lius Schwalm (MariaKron). Every aspect of it was supported by an idealistic, en-
thusiastic team.

HOTEL AUSCHWITZ
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HOTEL AUSCHWITZ

Critical Praise

... A crazy movie... A very black tragicomedy. The laughter gets stuck in your 
throat
RADIO 1

... our favorite is Hotel Auschwitz, a grotesque send-up of the world of theater
FILMSTARTS

... Cornelius Schwalm’s brilliant low-budget film, which enjoyed great success at the 
Achtung Berlin festival...
ZITTY

Chris Kraus, Director of The Bloom of Yesterday
... Cornelius Schwalm has made a sensational movie. So painful, touching, warm, 
absurd, tragic, unbearably upbeat, radical, and courageous – it is a must see for 
everyone. An outstanding cast, fantastic dialog, and disquieting humor await you. 
A masterpiece. This film is truly independent; it goes against the grain, and was 
produced without any institutional support. We swear you’ll love it!
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A CONVERSATION WITH CORNELIUS SCHWALM, 
Actorin the Role of Martin, Director, Screenwriter, 
Producer

What interests you about the way Germans deal with the Holocaust?

There are so many taboos and fears about this topic in Germany, and this tension pro-
vides a great deal of material for grotesque, absurd, sad, and extremely funny situa-
tions. This film tries to take an honest view of how Germans come to terms with the past. 
Where is empathy taught? In what contexts is it really felt? And in which situations does 
this issue get instrumentalized for selfish needs or career advancement?

How did you come up with the idea?
In my very first theater role, I noticed how quickly and naturally directors, playwrights, 
and managers overstepped the boundaries of their power. Like in every other business, 
probably. On the one hand, as artists we tackle important issues like the Holocaust. But 
on the other, we’re unable to speak our minds, we lack the courage of our convictions 
in our concrete artistic work. We discuss fascism, the historical background, how it was 
allowed to happen, and the like, but at the same time we’re anxious to suck up to the 
authority of a director or a theater manager.

Why Auschwitz ?

For me, Auschwitz is the biggest, most horrifying symbol of human failure. And the 
danger that it could happen again is ever-present. I wanted my characters to be re-
flected through Auschwitz. They are a reflection of it. They haven’t really learned the 
lesson of Auschwitz. I recognize in their petty, banal behavior all the structures that led 
to Auschwitz: oppression, abuse of power, jealousy, exclusion, lack of solidarity, and 
deference to authority. The characters feel intellectually superior, but they are wholly 
unthinking in their behavior. For me they’re prototypes that embody certain roles in 
human society: Matti – the oppressed; Martin – the SS commander; Holger and Sabine 
– German fellow travelers; Bronski – the stooge; Goska – the foreigner.
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How did the work proceed?

First, I worked out the basic plot and the characters, developed the prototypes and 
which role they would have within the group. Some scenes were scripted, others only 
sketched or described as situations. We then constantly developed the individual char-
acters and film scenes through reading, through our everyday interactions on site at the 
Auschwitz concentration camp, through rehearsals, improvisations, and interviews.
Each person was able to integrate themselves and their own personality into the work. 
In the process, some characters developed in a direction that I had not anticipated, and 
yet they remained true to the prototype I’d sketched. Then I reviewed everything we’d 
developed with my co-writer, Christiane Lilge, adding structure, arranging and com-
pressing the material. We continued to leave things open throughout, so that the expe-
riences of our trip could still flow into the filming, so that we could follow up on and re-
act spontaneously to given situations. For example, we filmed our actual drive to 
Auschwitz. We filmed in the hotel where we actually stayed. We integrated situations 
that actually happened on site. We incorporated our own actual emotions, all they 
while staying in character. This made it possible for our film to grow in a truly organic 
way, to go through a genuine process of development.

What is the avantage of making a film that way ?

The advantage is that everyone can work on the story for idealistic reasons and is al-
ways truly engaged in what they’re doing. The actors helped the technicians, the sound 
an camera crew, took on small tasks, wrote their own songs for the soundtrack, and so 
on and so forth… But the biggest advantage is the intensity of concentration. We were 
able to take the time for the scenes that they actually required, and thus we achieved 
profound intimacy and closeness.

What interested you by the characters ?

I wanted to experience the characters in a deeply human way. They’re neither heroes 
nordevils. They’re just people who can cause me to love them and hate them. They’re 
all victims and victimizers all at once.

Matti, the director’s assistant, has the potential to be the hero, to rebel and liberate 
himself, but he avoids open confrontation. He prefers to be submissive and to live out 
his frustrations privately, in secret. Bronski is a typical German everyman, who scandal-
izes with xenophobic slogans and Holocaust denial but also has no problem falling in 
love with Goska, a Polish Jew.
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For her part, Goska is sick of her grandparents’ victim status and would prefer to take 
control of her own destiny. She is very assertive and fights out in the open. Still, she is 
severely wounded deep within, and she is destructive towards herself and her environ-
ment. Sabine becomes a victim but at the same time victimizes others. She assumes an 
air of intimacy and intellectual autonomy with Martin, but she is vulnerable and unable 
to give voice to her own true needs. She flirts with Martin, but at the same time she uses 
her relationship with Holger to distances herself from him.
Holger is charming, obliging, and is adept at defusing conflict. He makes Sabine and 
Martin feel that he is close and connected to them. But he is too weak to take a stand, 
and he lets Sabine run headlong into her own – and sadly into his own great – misfor-
tune. Finally, Martin is also both victim and victimizer. The way others respond to him 
makes him feel like a kind of mini sun god. And he exults in this status, although he is 
actually weak and insecure. He is a dupe, and the appearance of friendship, love, and 
connectedness is a sham.
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A CONVERSATION WITH KATHARINA BELLENA, 
Producer, Actress in the Role of Goska

Why were you interested y this story ?

I got involved in an early phase of story development, when the screenplay was still just 
a rough draft, and I immediately realized that this was a film that refused to pull any 
punches. A theater troupe goes to Auschwitz with all the necessary knowledge and 
moral training, and breaks apart under the weight of its own shortcomings. I intuitively 
grasped the dicey nature of the material and was captivated by the idea of making a 
movie as a truly collaborative artistic effort – to investigate as a group how power rela-
tions in the culture industry are actually formed, how large of a role self-betrayal and 
fear play in them, how individuals behave in that context, how so-called “mainstream 
society” reacts to the foreign woman when she refuses to play her intended role as a 
victim, how buried resentments gradually resurface in a group of educated people… 
and all the while the watchtowers of Auschwitz loom in the background… All these 
questions affect my/our personal stories, my/our pasts. The underlying structures come 
from the collective historical trauma of the Shoah, but they guide my/our actions in the 
here and now. In my view it is absolutely necessary to reflect upon this in film.

How did you produce the film ?

We’re the third generation after the Holocaust. Our grandparents were fellow travelers,
perpetrators, victims, resistance fighters, partisans. On the one hand, we’re directly af-
fected by their experiences. On the other, their experiences seem foreign to us. But old 
and new prejudices are blatantly flaring up in the common ranks of middle-class Euro-
pean societies. Right-wing populism is becoming normalized. Right here, right now. In 
our midst. I wanted – no, I felt this film had to be made, right here, right now. It is nec-
essary to deal with this topic in the arts. It was clear that we would produce the film in-
dependently. Cornelius and I supported Hotel Auschwitz with money from our acting 
work; outstanding artists in all sectors donated their work, time, and talent; sponsors 
provided us with equipment, vehicles, contributions in kind, and ideas. We worked with 
minimal equipment and had the privilege of filming with an excellent and versatile 
team.

HOTEL AUSCHWITZ
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We took several research trips to the Auschwitz concentration camp, and to many other
former concentration camps and memorial sites. Europe is built on bones. There we car-
ried out intense rehearsals, developed a feeling for the places, and worked on the 
script.
The story changed us, and we changed the story. It was incredibly important to us to 
get as close as possible to the characters in the film. We wanted to put each scene un-
der the magnifying glass, make each one as truthful as possible. I merged with the 
character of Goska, the actress merged with the producer, and the producer merged 
with the film.

What are the avantages in proceed a film in that way?

For the acting process, it is incredibly valuable to get so close to the characters. For ex-
ample, my Goska is animated by the hard-headedness and radicality of a woman who 
has been uprooted. My own experiences, installations by the Israeli artist Erez Israeli, 
and texts by Sasha Mariana Salzmann all gradually flowed into the intensive work-in-
progress that resulted in my character, gave her nourishment and grounding. The open-
ness and curiosity of Cornelius Schwalm, my fellow producer and actor and also the 
film’s director, gave us an open invitation to play a part in the process – in our own 
way and on our own terms. We filmed with a small, experienced team. That requires a 
great deal of trust, keen intuition, and much flexibility. Even in the most complicated 
situations, our directors of photography Birgit Möller and Florian Lampersberger oper-
ated seamlessly and captured wonderful scenes, and Joscha Eickel and Matthias Steiert 
did an excellent job with the sound. They were our partners and teammates. We were 
in the zone.

Hwo did you come up with the title HOTEL AUSCHWITZ ?

When we went on our research trip to Poland, we were looking for a place to stay. So 
we put the words “hotel” and “Auschwitz” into an internet search engine. That’s the 
first time the title appeared. It’s a paradox: Auschwitz was the biggest extermination 
camp in the world, where as a hotel provides protection and comfort. The whole film 
moves between these poles. The unspeakable and the profane lie close together. The 
past shines into the present and shows the way to the future. It is Walter Benjamin’s an-
gel of history.

HOTEL AUSCHWITZ
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A CONVERSATION WITH MIT FRANZISKA PETRI, 
Actress in the Role of Sabine

How did you prepare of the role?

I’d say most of it was through conversations with Cornelius and rehearsals. And the 
topic quickly made me want to read a lot… The first thing was The Investigation, of 
course, which somehow I’d always avoided. And it’s not easy reading. There are sev-
eral parts where you have to put the book down because you just can’t stand it any 
more, but it’s worth it. The play provides such a comprehensive, nonjudgmental analysis 
of what happened there and of the mechanisms that underlie it, that I wondered why 
we don’t all read it in school.
Then we devoured everything by Victor Frankl, an Austrian-Jewish neurologist and
psychiatrist who survived four concentration camps, including Auschwitz. In addition to
many books, Frankl also wrote a play in which a Nazi angel appears, which was ulti-
mately the inspiration for the ending of our movie…
Then I looked for modern philosophers, as we were always talking about the “present,” 
and that’s when I came upon Slavoj Zizek. Sabine, the theater actress I play, is a huge 
fan of his work. In the movie she refers to “Zizek quotes” several times… And then Ber-
nard Maris made a big impression on me. He died during the Charlie Hebdo terrorist 
attack. His last book was about the invention of economics, and Michel Houellebecq. 
The German version has a wonderful subtitle: A Poetics at the End of Capitalism (Eine 
Poetik am Ende des Kapitalismus). One of the things Maris does is to compare the struc-
tures of a concentration camp with structures of a modern-day factory.
We talked about all these things continually, debated them and exchanged ideas. Dur-
ing rehearsals we sat in a circle and discussed them in character…
It was very exciting. It also helped us discover that we want and need this kind of hon-
esty if we hope to confront this topic. We need to stay inside the characters as much as 
possible. And everything we do in the film, we need to actually do as authentically as 
possible.
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How would you discribe the work ?

It was kind of like an exhibition. I think we were all afraid – this topic is very risky… We
drove to Auschwitz in this fancy black VW, and the mood was still very tense. Then we
started filming. We improvised. Just like our characters, we didn’t really know what to
expect… I remember quite clearly the first night in that austere hotel room, and the 
noises in the hallway of the only other guests… Later we found out they were Sinti and 
Roma who were restoring the furnaces at Birkenau, all eight of them sharing one 
room…. That was our “present.” And over time, through the work, in which we all had 
to reveal ourselves, through common meals and drinking beer together and evening 
discussions, filming even in our hotel rooms, our need for privacy and our vanity dis-
solved somewhat. We learned to accept each other for who we truly are, with all our 
inaccessibility, and a kind of love emerged in the group… I’d never experienced any-
thing like it in film work, and I think it had a lot to do with the fact that none of us was 
working for money. Instead, our reward was what we learned and the progress we 
made with this issue. It also helped that the director and producers weren’t in the stan-
dard position of authority but rather were themselves actors in the film. The hierarchies 
dissolved, we worked together as true equals, and that was very liberating. 
We were all very relaxed during the eight-hour drive back in our minivan, filled with 
deep understanding and sympathy for the others around us. It was very nice.
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"HOTEL AUSCHWITZ" 
or Coming to Terms with an Unsolicited Heritage
by Ralf Schäfer, PhD Historian

Auschwitz was no hotel. The name Auschwitz is shorthand for a concentration camp, an
extermination camp, the Holocaust. From August 1940 to January 1945, at least 1.4 
million people were imprisoned, tormented, and enslaved in the complex. At least 1.2 
million people, most of them Jews, were murdered there. The survivors, many of them 
sick, physically or psychologically injured, continued to be haunted by their memories. 
But this film is not about the victims, their families, their losses, their memories, their suf-
fering, or their traumas. Nor is it a film about history, but about how we deal with his-
tory – a film about the present, about German society, about us. It concerns the mem-
ory of the Holocaust, a memory that hasbecome an essential component of our public 
culture, and the way we deal with this memory.
This film points to an anxiety in commemorative culture. This comedy, whose painful dia-
logs and images often cross the boundary into the realm of satire, deals not with the 
failure of, but with the difficulties inherent in, the commemorative culture of which 
democratic Germany is justifiably proud. The Holocaust’s enormity makes dealing with 
it a challenge not only for society but also for individuals. No “blessing of late birth” 
relieves us of the burden of memory. Everyone has their own life, no one is free of his-
tory. The film investigates this paradox – not from the perspective of old and new 
strategies for downplaying the Nazi past, but from the viewpoint of the enlightened cul-
ture industry.
“This is how one pictures the angel of history. His face is turned toward the past. Where 
we perceive a chain of events, he sees one single catastrophe which keeps piling 
wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet. The angel would like to stay, 
awaken the dead, and make whole what has been smashed. But a storm is blowing 
from Paradise; it has got caught in his wings with such violence that the angel can no 
longer close them. The storm irresistibly propels him into the future to which his back is 
turned, while the pile of debris before him grows skyward. 
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This storm is what we call progress.” This is a passage by Walter Benjamin, which the 
film’s protagonists work through line by line. They have turned their face to the future, 
but they are prisoners of history. Auschwitz will remain, just like our resentments will 
remain. The heap of ruins with which the film ends mirrors the new disharmony in our
society, in Europe, in the West writ large, the return of long-forgotten, deep-seated 
prejudices and attitudes, despite the fact that living conditions and values now largely 
approximate one another. Perhaps the storm still lies ahead of us. But this paradox is 
not inescapable.
The protagonists are right to try to come to terms with Auschwitz. For in different ways 
it is part of our collective history, and we have to learn from it. Even though the charac-
ters in the film bumble along, even though their undertaking ends in a falling-out, they 
are on the right path. To quote Kierkegaard, “life can only be understood backwards; it 
must be lived forwards.”
The problem of understanding can be solved better than the travelers in Hotel Ausch-
witz manage it. But at least they try. They confront the heritage they have not solicited. 
And that’s what makes them and the film so likable.



Franziska Petri - Sabine 

Franziska Petri became known to a wider audience through her leading role in Vasessa Jopp’s
feature film Forget America. Thereafter she had leading roles in films such as Leo and Claire, The 
Unclean Time, The Day I Met My Dead Husband, Shadow World, For Miriam, Dolores, Pla-
tonow, and Sommernachtsmord, Egregor, Der furchtbare Augenblick, and Izmena. She has re-
ceived many honors, including the Best Actress Award at the 2017 Vienna Independent Film Festi-
val for her portrayal of Sonja in Platonow, the Best Actress Award at the 2012 Abu Dhabi and 
Tallinn film festivals for Izmena, and best actress awards for For Miriam.

Cornelius Schwalm - Martin

Cornelius Schwalm acts in numerous German-language theaters, including the Schauspielhaus 
Bochum, the Maxim Gorki Theater, the Schauspiel Frankfurt, and the Staatstheater Stuttgart. He 
has also appeared in over 50 films, working with directors like Tom Tykwer, Christoph 
Hochhäusler, Chris Kraus, and Jessica Hausner; he and Rudolf Thome have enjoyed a longstand-
ing collaboration. He has directed plays for many years, especially with the theater and per-
formance platform MariaKron. His productions have received numerous awards. Hotel Auschwitz 
is his film directorial debut.

Patrick von Blume - Holger

Trained as a piano builder, his first major roles in features films were in the graffiti drama Whole-
train, Futschicato, and Beautiful Bitch. His subsequent films include the Oscarnominated Baader 
Meinhoff Komplex and Hotel Auschwitz. He has appeared in numerous Tatort episodes and was 
part of the cast of Bis in die Spitzen (Sat1), About Kate (arte), and Binny and the Ghost (Disney). 
He has been a returning character on numerous television series, including Hannah Mangold & 
Lucy Palm. For the title role as the Swabian private detective in the ARD series Huck, he recorded 
his first album, Mit Herz und Fauscht, and went on tour.

Katharina Bellena - Goska

Katharina Bellena has acted on various German-language stages, including the Maxim Gorki 
Theater in Berlin, the Volksbühne Berlin, the Schauspiel Köln, and the Ruhrfestspiele Reckling-
hausen. She has also performed at HAU, Sophiensaele, and FFT Düsseldorf. She has appeared in 
various television productions, including Polizeiruf 110, Die Protokollantin, Herzensbrecher, Um 
Himmels Willen, and Waldo, as well as in the award-winning feature films Supervising the Mean-
ing of Dreams, Eine flexible Frau, and Top Girl. She produces shorts and feature films with her 
film label CollaboratorsFilms. 
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Oli Bigalke

Oli Bigalke has appeared in many films and television series, including Captain America – Civil 
War, Das kalte Herz, Gladbeck, Berlin Station, Kalte Fü.e, Hotel Beatrice, Der Kriminalist, Mar-
thaler, Single Cop, numerous Tatort episodes, Der Krimanlist, Letzte Spur Berlin, Deutschland 83, 
Elser, The Missionary, Der Nachtmahr, Feeling like Erich, Die Kanzlei, Flemming, Alarm für Cobra 
11, Großstadtrevier, and many others.

Jörg Kleemann

acts and performs in many German-language theaters, including Theaterdiscounter in Berlin, the 
Thalia Theater in Hamburg, Kampnagel in Hamburg, and the Schauspielhaus Bochum. He also 
composes music for the stage. Hotel Auschwitz is his first feature film.

CAST

Birgit Möller - Director of Photography

Birgit Möller is a director and cinematographer. For her debut film Valerie (2006) she received 
numerous honors and awards. She has been director of photography on many films, including Für 
immer für dich, Die Boxerin, Tangerine, Brief an die Eltern, Das schlafende Mädchen, Ameisen 
gehen andere Wege, Von Mädchen und Pferden, Miss Senior Sweetheart, and Der Freund der 
Friseuse. Her work has received many awards.

Florian Lampersberger - Director of Photography

Florian Lampersberger is a freelance filmmaker and cinematographer for feature films and docu-
mentaries. He has been involved in numerous productions in recent years, including Searching for 
Ingmar Bergmann (directed by Margarethe von Trotta), Fünfzehn Zimmer (directed by Silke 
Schissler), Holanda del Sol, In der Maßnahme, Bardo, Train to Peace, Valentin, and various mu-
sic videos..

Kai Wido Meyer - Schnitt

Kai Wido Meyer is an actor and video artist. He has made numerous videos, including for the 
Bremen Opera, the Dortmund Opera, the Theater Aachen, and many others. His editing credits 
include Hotel Auschwitz and NightOut, as well as the shorts Matroschka, Daheim, and Schutz.

Matthias Petsche - Musik

Matthias Petsche initially studied composition and music theory at the Hochschule für Musik 
“Hanns Eisler” Berlin. Increasingly attracted to film scoring, he then attended the Konrad Wolf 
Film University of Babelsberg, where he completed his studies as a sound engineer and film com-
poser. His film music credits include Was am Ende zählt, Pianomania, Der die Tollkirsche aus-
gräbt, and Pingpong, which won the SACD Award in Cannes in 2006.
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C A S T + T E A M
HOTEL AUSCHWITZ
Fertigstellung März 2018

Director Cornelius Schwalm
Screenplay Cornelius Schwalm
Co-Screenplay Christiane Lilge Stoffentwicklung Ensemble
Producers Katharina Bellena Cornelius Schwalm
Executive Producers CollaboratorsFilms und MariaKron
Produced in Berlin

CAST/Auswahl:
Martin Vietinghoff Cornelius Schwalm
Sabine Franziska Petri
Holger Patrick von Blume
Goska Traut Katharina Bellena
Matti Jörg Kleemann
Bronski Oliver Bigalke
Manager Harald Siebler
Katrin Verena Unbehaun
Christian Christian Ahlers
Nadja Nadja Stübiger
Toni Toni Jessen
Matthias Matthias Rheinheimer
Culture Reporter Georg Scharegg
Jadwiga Mareile Metzner
Director Zbigniew Tomek Nowicki
Vlad Thomas Georgi
SS-Man Manfred Merten Schroedter

Cinematography Birgit Möller, Florian Lampersberger
Editing Kai Meyer 
RoughCutAntonia Fenn
Sound Matthias Steiert, Joscha Eickel
Sounddesign Niklas Kammertöns
Filmmusic Matthias Petsche
Artdirection Norbert Bellen
Equipment und Sponsoring 25p*cine support
Shootingperiod 32 days 2015 bis 2017 in Berlin, Brandenburg 
und Oswiecim/Poland
Shooting Format HD
Screening Format DCP, BluRay, DVD, mov, mp4(HD)
Aspect Ratio 16:9 (1:1,78)
Sound Stereo
Color, German, Polish, Rumanian


